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ABSTRACT

Olive oil is an important commodity in the world, and its demand has grown substantially in recent years. As of
today, the determination of olive oil quality is based on both chemical analysis and organoleptic evaluation from
specialized laboratories and panels of experts, thus resulting in a complex and time-consuming process. This work
presents a new compact and low-cost sensor based on fluorescence spectroscopy and artificial neural networks
that can perform olive oil quality assessment. The presented sensor has the advantage of being a portable,
easy-to-use, and low-cost device, which works with undiluted samples, and without any pre-processing of data,
thus simplifying the analysis to the maximum degree possible. Different artificial neural networks were analyzed
and their performance compared. To deal with the heterogeneity in the samples, as producer or harvest year,
a novel neural network architecture is presented, called here conditional convolutional neural network (Cond-
CNN). The presented technology is demonstrated by analyzing olive oils of different quality levels and from
different producers: extra virgin olive oil (EVOO), virgin olive oil (VOO), and lampante olive oil (LOO). The
sensor classifies the oils in the three mentioned classes with an accuracy of 82%. These results indicate that
the Cond-CNN applied to the data obtained with the low-cost luminescence sensor, can deal with a set of oils
coming from multiple producers, and, therefore, showing quite heterogeneous chemical characteristics.

Keywords: Fluorescence spectroscopy; fluorescence sensor; olive oil; machine learning; artificial neural networks;
convolutional neural networks; quality control

1. INTRODUCTION

Olive oil contains many healthy components,1 like vitamins, and has beneficial effects like antioxidant activity.2

Virgin olive oil, that is oil produced by the use of mechanical means only, is classified for commercial purposes
in three decreasing quality grades: extra virgin olive oil (EVOO), virgin olive oil (VOO), and lampante olive
oil (LOO). The best quality (EVOO) is of course the most expensive and beneficial, while the lowest grade
(LOO) should not be consumed without refining according to the European Union regulations.3,4 Therefore, the
determination of the quality of olive oil is of the utmost importance. For this purpose, several approaches were
proposed in the past including, for example, crystal microbalance arrays,5 metal oxide sensors6 and spectroscopic
techniques in general.7–9 Other approaches involve gas chromatography and mass spectrometry.10,11

Among the spectroscopic techniques, fluorescence spectroscopy is of great interest since it is a fast, cost-
efficient, and at the same time sensitive method to study the properties of vegetables, particularly olive oils.12,13
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The presence in olive oil of natural fluorescent molecules such as chlorophyll and beta-carotene, phenolic com-
pounds, such as tocopherol, and their oxidation products make luminescence approaches very effective. The
most common techniques are the acquisition of excitation-emission matrices (EEMs) or the use of synchronous
scanning.14 Applications include (non-exhaustive list): classification of different quality grades of olive oils,15,16

adulteration detection,17–19 monitoring of the oxidation processes,7,20,21 deterioration monitoring,22 and geo-
graphical origin determination.23–25 The complexity in acquiring high-quality data (especially of EEMs) and in
data post-processing limit largely the accessibility of these methods.

This work presents an easy and non-destructive method to determine the quality of olive oil from a simple
single fluorescence spectrum. In particular, it describes an analysis of neural networks architectures to perform
olive oil classification when dealing with 1-D spectra obtained with the low-cost sensor for fluorescence spec-
troscopy described by the authors in a previous publication.26 The main contributions of this paper are three.
Firstly, a large dataset composed of 45 different olive oils of three qualities (EVOO, VOO, and LOO) from two
different producers and harvest years is presented. Secondly, three different neural network architectures are
discussed and their performance in classifying olive oils’ quality is compared. Thirdly, a new neural network
architecture is proposed to deal with the heterogeneous chemical properties of oils, even when having the same
declared quality.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Oil Samples

In this study, 45 olive oils were investigated. 24 oils were provided by the producer Conde de Benalúa, Granada,
southern Spain, from the 2019-2020 harvest and 21 from Producers of Eastern Mountains of the Province of
Granada, southern Spain, from the 2020-2021 harvest. The oils are of three qualities: extra virgin olive oil
(EVOO), virgin olive oil (VOO), and lampante olive oil (LOO). The quality assessment of all the olive oils was
performed according to the current European Union regulations3,4 for the commercialization of olive oil. An
overview of the olive oils divided into the three quality classes and harvest year is reported in Table 1.

Quality class Number of samples 2019-2020 harvest 2020-2021 harvest
EVOO 20 10 10
VOO 13 8 5
LOO 12 6 6

Table 1. Overview of the olive oils samples in each quality class. EVOO: extra virgin olive oil, VOO: virgin olive oil, LOO:
lampante olive oil.

The oils of the two harvests have very different chemical and spectral characteristics, as it can be expected,
being the oils produced from two different harvests and different producers, although all from the same geo-
graphical region. This heterogeneity of the oils poses a learning challenge for the neural networks because the
spectra within one single quality class show very strong variations, sometimes stronger than between spectra
from different classes.

2.2 Experimental

The fluorescence spectra were taken with the portable and low-cost sensor described in a previous publication.26

The excitation light is provided by a UV LED with an emission at 395 nm. The fluorescence is collected by a
miniature spectrometer from Ocean Optics placed at 90◦ with respect to the excitation LED. The resolution of
the spectrometer is 16 nm. The spectrometer has a 1024-element CCD array which acquires the entire spectrum
in one single measurement. The spectrum, therefore, consists of 1024 intensity values. The sensor can be seen
in Figure 1 and was previously described in detail.26

All the measurements in this work were done on undiluted samples: for each oil, 4 ml were taken and placed in
clear glass vials (as visible in Figure 1), and then measured 20 times. From the acquired spectra the background,
or dark measurement, was subtracted, and the first 250 values, corresponding to wavelengths below 450 nm,
were removed since they did not contain any fluorescence signal but may contain spurious stray light from the
excitation LED. Finally, they were normalized to have an average of zero and a standard deviation of one.27
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Figure 1. Photo of the fluorescence sensor an olive oil samples in the glass vials.

2.3 Machine Learning Models

In this work, three different types of architectures were investigated and compared to better understand the
variability between the oils and to improve the prediction accuracy. The architectures are 1) a feed-forward
neural network (FFNN), 2) a one-dimensional convolutional neural network (1D-CNN), and 3) a new type of
architecture called here conditional convolutional neural network (Cond-CNN).

The input to the FFNN and 1D-CNN is the spectra after the background subtraction and normalization
described in Section 2.2. Therefore, the input of the network is a one-dimensional row of 774 intensities. Both
the FFNN and 1D-CNN do not take into account if the oil sample is coming from the single producer Conde
de Benalúa, harvest 2019-2020, or from one of the other producers, harvest 2020-2021. Therefore, they have to
try to extract features that are common to all samples, a task that may be very hard due to the heterogeneity
discussed in Section 2.1.

The new Cond-CNN architecture proposed here addresses this issue by adding as input also a class: 0 if the
sample is from Conde de Benalúa and 1 if coming from other producers. The additional input branch of the
network is responsible for correcting the classification according to the producer of the input olive oil sample.

For all three neural network architectures, the cross-entropy loss function was chosen

L(ŷi, yi) = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

(yi log ŷi + (1− yi) log(1− yi)) (1)

where yi is the true expected class for the ith input spectra, ŷi is the predicted class for the ith input spectra
from the network, N is the size of the dataset used.

To evaluate the performance of the neural networks two additional metrics were monitored: the accuracy a
and the confusion matrix C.27 Defining the identity function I(x, y) as

I(x, y) =

{
1, if x = y

0, otherwise
(2)

the accuracy a over a dataset of size N can be defined as

a =
1

N

N∑
i=1

I(ŷi, yi). (3)
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The confusion matrix C ∈ R3×3 can be also defined with the help of the identity function as

Ck,l =
N∑
i=1

I(ŷi, l − 1)I(yi, k − 1) (4)

where l ∈ {1, 2, 3} and k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The metrics reported in the results section are the mean of the accuracy
over the 10 splits indicated with ⟨a⟩ and its standard deviation over the splits, indicated with σ(a).

To better judge the generalization capacity of the trained neural networks the dataset was split to include
the spectra of 35 oils (training dataset) and those of 10 oils (validation dataset). Each model was trained on
the training dataset and its performance evaluated on the validation dataset, therefore, the validation is done
on spectra of unseen oils. To avoid overfitting an early-stopping strategy was adopted.27 The model that gave
the best performance on the validation dataset during the training was then saved and used. This process was
repeated 10 times (effectively performing 10 random splits) to be able to estimate the variance of the results on
different dataset splits. The number 10 was chosen as a compromise between running time and confidence of the
estimation. In the results section, the averaged confusion matrix over the 10 splits is reported, with the values
given in percent of the total number of inputs in the validation dataset.

For all the three neural networks, to deal with the light unbalance of the data, the loss function was minimized
by using class weights inversely proportional to the respective class frequencies.28,29 In all three cases the network
optimizer chosen was Adam.30 Note that overfitting was carefully monitored. In particular, by using early
stopping and drop-out,27 the architectures were optimised until the validation accuracy and training accuracy
were very close, meaning that the network outputs the same accuracy results on the training set and on the
validation test. In particular, all the results described here were obtained with models where the training accuracy
and validation accuracy are well within one standard deviation of each other. The details relevant to each of the
different architectures are given in Sections 2.3.1 to 2.3.3.

2.3.1 Feed Forward Neural Network Architecture

OutputDense Layers

.

.

.

.

Input 1:
Measured Spectra

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Figure 2. Architecture of the FFNN used in this work. The yellow elements symbolize dense layers.

The architecture of the FFNN network used in this work is depicted in Figure 2, and consists of three layers,
each having 32 neurons. The ReLU activation function was chosen. A drop-out rate of 0.1 in each dense layer
was used. A mini-batch size of 64 was used and the network was trained for 500 epochs.

2.3.2 1D-CNN Architecture

The 1D-CNN network, depicted in Figure 3, is composed by the following sequence of layers:
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Figure 3. Architecture of the 1D-CNN used in this work. The yellow elements symbolize dense layers, the blue elements
symbolize convolutional layers, the green elements symbolyze max pooling layer.

1. convolutional layer with 6 filters each of size 40;

2. max pooling layer with a size of 10;

3. convolutional layer with 6 filters each of size 20 (with a drop-out layer with a drop-out rate of 0.5);

4. a dense layer obtained flattening and concatenating the output of the previous layer;

5. dense layer with 4 neurons;

6. dense layer with 4 neurons;

7. dense layer with 3 neurons (output layer).

Also for this architecture the ReLU activation function27 was chosen. A mini-batch size of 64 was used and the
network was trained for 500 epochs.

2.3.3 Conditional 1D-CNN Architecture

The new network architecture proposed to address the heterogeneity of the oils is depicted in Figure 4. It is
characterized by two inputs: the measured spectra and the information of the producer or harvest year of the
oil. Note that this second input, here called producer class, is categorical, thus in the Python implementation its
value has been one-hot encoded.27 In other words, effectively the second input is a tuple that is (1, 0) for Conte
de Benalúa oils of the 2019-2020 harvest and (0, 1) for all others oils.

The network used in this paper is composed by the following sequence of layers for respectively the top and
bottom branches in Figure 4:

1. top branch in Fig. 4 - convolutional layer with 6 filters each of size 20;

2. top branch in Fig. 4 - max pooling layer with a size of 10;

3. top branch in Fig. 4 - convolutional layer with 6 filters each of size 10;

4. top branch in Fig. 4 - a dense layer obtained flattening and concatenating the output of the previous layer;

5. top branch in Fig. 4 - dense layer with 32 neurons;

6. top branch in Fig. 4 - dense layer with 16 neurons;
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Figure 4. Architecture of the Cond-CNN used in this work. The yellow elements symbolize dense layers, the blue elements
symbolize convolutional layers, the green elements symbolyze max pooling layer.

7. bottom branch in Fig. 4 - dense layer with 16 neurons;

8. bottom branch in Fig. 4 - dense layer with 36 neurons;

9. dense layer with 3 neurons (output layer).

For all the layers the swish activation function31 was used. For the results presented in this paper a mini-
batch size of 8 was used. The models were all trained for 3000 epochs. In this case no drop-out was used as
early stopping was enough to avoid overfitting.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The three ANN described in Section 2.3 were tested by predicting the quality of unseen olive oils performing a
classification into the three classes EVOO, VOO, and LOO. The results illustrated with the confusion matrix
are shown in Figure 5. The confusion matrices present the accuracy of each network averaged over ten different
splits of the dataset and reported as % of the number of oil in each class.

Figure 5 shows that the performance of the Cond-CNN exceeds that of the two other networks. In particular,
the Con-CNN can distinguish exceptionally well between edible (EVOO and VOO) and non-edible (LOO) oils.
Only 1% of the LOO oils were misclassified as VOO and only 2% of EVOO and 2% of VOO were wrongly
classified as LOO. The result is reasonable since the quality of the EVOO and VOO may be very close and differ,
for example, in the organoleptic properties, which are difficult to extract from a single fluorescence spectra.
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Figure 5. Confusion matrix visualising the accuracy in the prediction of the quality of olive oil using the three types of
neural networks discussed in this work. The value reported are given as % of the oils in each class and are averaged over
10 splits.

The performance is further illustrated by the calculation of the accuracy a defined in Equation 3. The results
for each of the ANN architectures are reported in Table 2. ⟨a⟩ indicates the mean of the accuracy, and σ(a) its
standard deviation when evaluated over the validation dataset for 10 splits.

Network Architecture ⟨a⟩ σ(a)
FFNN 0.74 0.10
1D-CNN 0.77 0.09
Cond-CNN 0.82 0.06

Table 2. Performance comparison the different neural network architectures. a indicates the accuracy, ⟨a⟩ its mean, and
σ(a) its standard deviation evaluated over 10 different splits.

The inferior performance of the FFNN and of the 1D-CNN is not surprising and can be understood in terms of
the heterogeneity of the oils. These two architectures do not take into account the different years of harvest and
different producers and, therefore, assume that all the 45 olive oils have similar and comparable characteristics.
The results indicate that this is not the case. Adding the information that there are two groups of oils (one
would probably need more than just two producer classes), the use of the Cond-CNN architecture increases the.
Due to the lack of specific information (e.g. cultivar, producer) of the 21 oils of the 2020-2021 harvest, it is not
possible to obtain a much higher accuracy than 82% obtained with the Cond-CNN architecture.

The high standard deviation is also related to the small number of oils used for the validation (10 oils). Since
the accuracy is an averaging metric, the central limit theorem (CLT)32 states that the smallest the sample size,
the largest the variance (and thus the standard deviation) of an averaging metric. It is possible to estimate what
is the expected standard deviation of the accuracy by using statistical arguments. In fact, one can note that the
accuracy, as written in Equation 3, is the average of a Bernoulli variable (I(ŷi, yi)) with a probability p ≈ a of
being one. Thus, the average over n samples of the above-mentioned Bernoulli variables will follow a Binomial
distribution. For binomial distribution the central limit theorem starts to be a reasonable approximation for
values of np = na > 1033 . In our case na ≈ 7 for FFNN and na ≈ 8 for the Cond-CNN. In this case, the
condition np = na > 10 is not really satisfied and an estimation from the CLT can only be considered a rough
approximation, but one that can let us understand if the results that were obtained are reasonable. It is easy
to show that, defining Ii = I(ŷi, yi), one can write Var(Ii) = σ2(Ii) = a − a2 therefore making the calculation
of the Var(Ii) very easy. Due to the small number of samples the variance should be calculated by using the
Bessel’s correction33 by using n−1 in the denominator for the calculation of the variance instead of n. The CLT
tells∗ that the average of a sample of size n of the Ii (the accuracy) will have a standard deviation that when
n → ∞ will tend to σ/

√
n.33 With the sample size that has been used here n = 10, the CLT gives an estimate

∗The CLT validity condition will not be discussed here, although it can be easily verified that they are satisfied.
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of the standard deviation of the accuracy of the order of 0.1 (the exact values for the three cases reported in
Table 2 are 0.13, 0.12 and 0.11 respectively). This matches the order of magnitude of the obtained results and
the fact that the standard deviation diminishes with increasing accuracy. The differences between this estimate
and the observed results are due to three main factors: the small sample size (therefore the CLT is not a good
approximation), the fact that a and, therefore, p are only approximation evaluated with a sample size of 10,
and the fact that σ is also a rough approximation evaluated with a sample size of 10 (although corrected with
the Bessel’s correction). In conclusion, such a large standard deviation is not a reflection of the model being
unstable, but more of the small sample size.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a new compact and low-cost sensor based on fluorescence spectroscopy and artificial neural
networks that can perform olive oil quality assessment. Thanks to an innovative low-cost sensor and a novel
neural network architecture, the conditional one-dimensional convolutional neural network (Cond-CNN), it is
possible to perform a classification of olive oil into the three quality classes: EVOO, VOO, and LOO. The
method uses a portable, easy-to-use, and low-cost device, which works with undiluted samples, and without any
pre-processing and is, therefore, fast, simple to use, and cost-effective.

The performance of the new Cond-CNN architecture exceeds that of the feed-forward neural network and of
the one-dimensional convolutional neural network since can take into account the heterogeneity of the spectral
and chemical characteristics of the oils in the dataset. The accuracy obtained with this sensor is 82%. Most
of the errors in the classification occur for the distinction of EVOO and VOO, which probably have very close
chemical characteristics and may differ for properties not significantly affecting the fluorescence spectrum. If the
sensor is used to distinguish edible (EVOO and VOO) from non-edible (LOO) oils, the accuracy reaches 95%.

These results show still a large potential of fluorescence spectroscopy when combined with artificial neural
networks for the assessment of the quality of food and food technology in general.
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